Mr. Hardy Serves Wheaties

Mrs. Smith, Glaviana
Announce Senior Class Committees

Senior President Bob Smith and Rosemary Glaviana, Senior Vice-President, have announced the following committees and request the co-chairmen to contact each other and their committee members and begin making plans accordingly:

Co-chairmen of the Cap and gown Committee are Preston Frazier and Keith Proctor, with Martha Shaw, Jeannie Simmers, and Sharon Hite.

Co-chairmen of the Senior Dance Committee are Janice Roper and Louise Zadig, with Pepper Moros, Maurice Bellows, Johnnie Cox, and Dolores Weeks.

Co-chairmen of the Senior Ring Committee are Alice Maranion and Frank Hawkins, with Plice Jean Thomas, Ed Hart.

(Continued on page 3)

Board Makes Plans For Improvements At A-House

All the students (freshmen included) who have been and will be frequenting A-House will be glad to know that the board of directors has decided that some improvements are necessary to help it draw even more of Rice's students crowded to its premises.

Broken chairs in the main dining room are to be replaced and other additions to the association in all its relations with the faculty, students, and others will be made.

The Student Council has regular meetings every other Tuesday, but if something urgent arises, a call meeting is held. Business cannot be conducted at the meetings unless a quorum is present. This quorum consists of two-thirds the membership of the council plus the presiding officer. The Council also has a meeting every Friday on the archs and auditorium.

* Honor Council Plans Picnic and Election of Freshman Representatives

The Honor Council unhinged its bell on Sunday afternoon, 16th of February, and threw up another of their influence-world jewels. It was a direct meeting, but mostly in honor of John Van de Mark who has departed for ye old South Pacific.

He was pretty overwhelmed by the whole thing, but managed to break a whole batch of oaths, take a new hardwood hot ring, and cast his vote for Lawrence Davis, the unselfish selection to fill his vacancy.

There's another picnic breathing fine, of course, of course, as it also marks the beginning of next year.

(Continued on page 3)

NROTC Rifle Team Wins Annual Enterprise Award

The Rice Institute Rifle Team has been awarded the annual Enterprise Award by the National R.O.T.C. Rifle Competition for the William Randolph Hearst Trophy in a letter from the head of the Naval Personnel, Rear Admiral W. C. Willett.

Among the forty-two teams entered in the match, the first team from Rice placed first and the second team placed sevenenth, as compared with last year's teams which placed sixth and seventh, respectively.

Both teams were coached to victory by Captain Henry Lynde, Mr. Overdorf, Range Officer, commented that Chief Lynd had been the guiding hand "of reaching the team."

Individual scores first by members of the two teams are as follows:

First Team:

Charles Kaplan 45
Keith Squires 46
Harvin Lewis 45
James Lindsay 50
William Withers 48

Total 205

Second Team:

Ruth French, with Martha Shaw, Bellnoski, Johnnie Cox, and Marion Dennard and Fran Hawkins, Edwina Clarke Jarvis, a member of the P.A.T.E., represented Rice last year.

The Rice Institute Rifle Team was also awarded the William Randolph Hearst Trophy for the championship.

These are the individual scores of the first team:

Prose Sitting Kneeling Standing Total
Charles Kaplan 45 45 45 45 185
Keith Squires 46 46 45 45 185
Harvin Lewis 45 49 45 45 182
James Lindsay 50 45 45 45 185
William Withers 48 47 49 49 186

Total 205

Freshmen Vote Monday For Class Officers

Next Monday, 15 March, all the freshmen will go to the polls, which will be open from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Several petitions were received from prospective candidates and already evidence of their campaigning has been seen on the campus.

The office of president has two candidates, Boyd Ebercht and Jack Marshall. Kay L. Jorgensen is unopposed for secretary-treasurer; vice-presidential candidates are Betty Jean Fox, EBLS; W. S paddles, OWLS; Peggy Reuter, Independent; and Molly Barnes, PALS.

To score a few important points for the Freshmen, it is re-stated that expense accounts must be turned in before 8 a.m. Monday, and will be taken at any time before that deadline. These accounts include the 50-cent petition fee plus other expenses such as ads in the Thresher and poster, material. All these accounts are closed within $3.50 expense limit also.

Voting is by ballot, and is secret.

Honorable Council Plans Picnic and Election of Freshman Representatives

The Honor Council unhinged its bell on Sunday afternoon, 16th of February, and threw up another of their influence-world jewels. It was a direct meeting, but mostly in honor of John Van de Mark who has departed for ye old South Pacific.

He was pretty overwhelmed by the whole thing, but managed to break a whole batch of oaths, take a new hardwood hot ring, and cast his vote for Lawrence Davis, the unselfish selection to fill his vacancy.

There's another picnic breathing fine, of course, of course, as it also marks the beginning of next year.

The Council Elects Breihan For T. U.'s Round-Up

On 6 and 7 April, the University of Texas has its annual Round-Up. Each year the Student Council selects a girl to represent the Institute, but it is now in 1945, Edwina Breihan will take this role. She was chosen over some original and interesting costumes in the dance theme.

Edwina is a petite senior with a charming smile and personality, and a member of the P.A.T.E. of which she is head, and will be with her team.

The result of this dance in the next few days and the prestige of uniqueness it now has. There is a "Round-Up" in 1945.
Mr. and Mrs. Daley Crawford announce the wedding of their daughter, Mary Clarke, to John David A. Miller, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Mackenzie Miller, U. S. R., son of John Black, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Black, of New York City. The wedding ceremony took place on 12 March in the private dining room of the Plaza Hotel. The traditional dinner will be formal.

The members of E.B.L.S. are planning a party for Friday, 15 March in the private dining room of the Plaza Hotel. The traditional dinner will be formal. The members of P.A.L.S. and a Phi Beta Kappa. The prospective bridegroom also graduated from Rice and is a member of Tau Phi Pi. Mr. Mackenzie received his commission at Cornell University.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Wilson announce the marriage of their daughter, Mary Margaret Wilson, to John William McCallum, of Rice and is a member of Phi Beta Kappa. The prospective bridegroom also graduated from Rice and is a member of Tau Phi Pi. Mr. Mackenzie received his commission at Cornell University.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Wilson announce the marriage of their daughter, Mary Margaret Wilson, to John William McCallum, of Rice University.

The Thresher

The Engineers really made news with their "points" at the Gym Club—plenty of food and beer for all thanks to Preston. High point of the evening was the rendition of "Bum, Bum" by Benny Goodell and Tommy Craddock. Speaking of farm, VS and Gary spent many

To "annexate the positive" we add a few sentences about our members.
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Tennis and Johnny Hay, among the rest. Shrek and Queensie also visited old friends.

Booby Larry Harriest were seen at the plant Saturday night, and again at the eastern Sunday—could this be love blossoming with the spring flowers? We hear that Glenn Bryan and Tammy Hopkins almost missed the boat, that is, the train down at Union station last week. Ask any Ch. R. about the two

JOLLY MOLLY

for Fresh Pres.
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Six Letterman and Eighteen Hopefuls

On Tennis Team

By W. N. Lewis

Coach George Clear of the tennis team began to take shape last Wednesday, with six returning let-
ters and eighteen other hopefuls present at the first practice meet of the season. This team will have B. J. Gillian's young amateur team. Gillian is one of the main men responsible for the return of organized tennis in Houston. He made the first coach in his school, where it is reported that the winner and runner up of last year's Rice High School meet were sparkling along with several new tennis men now playing for the team.

Coach Clear had high hopes for the Rice team, but anticipated stiff competition from the U. of T. corner, where it is reported that the leading man is picking his 440 relay team, but will undoubtedly pick his fastest dash team first. So far it looks like Walmsley, Missimer, Shelton, Baker, Kennedy, Milholland, and Sammons.

The 440 men are also led by Walmsley, followed by Missimer, Shelton, Baker, Kennedy, and Milholland.

Dash Men in 440

Coach Grigg is having a time picking his 440 relay team, but will undoubtedly pick his fastest dash team first. So far it looks like Walmsley, Missimer, Shelton, with a race to the north between Kennedy, Baker, and Milholland.

Guy Groves is leading the 440 men, but was hard pressed by Goodrich in the dash, and to keep in line, will be hands down.

Shades of Walmsley

These boys are fighting it out for both the 120 high hurdles and 220 low hurdles. They are Carter, Mary, and Walmsley. Carter is leading the 120 high hurdles and 220 low hurdles. They are Carter, Mary, and Walmsley.

Midland is running the half mile and Straw, Valentine and a half walking on the mile. There are two men working on grueling 8-mile event.

Trull and Vanston.

The relay team will probably be led by Flowers with Goodrich, Chatman and Smith running out the foursome.

Field Events

The leading contenders for the put are Oakes and Klein, both of whom took second. Becker, Bob, Anderson and Roe are also leading in distance. Doolittle looks good throwing the discus as does Robrecht.

Maitland is leading the way in throwing the javelin, getting good distance. Doolittle and Mason are also throwing the spear with success.

Four in High Jump

Country Fair McBride, Meissner, Bowles, Wells, and Mason are also working on the high jump. Mason is also working on the broad jump.

Although Coach Grigg is not looking forward to too much success in the meet Saturday, he is pointing toward the advancement of the men, especially with Texas. U. Texas has already shown that it has a formidable squad by taking the Border meet with ease.

Professor Pepper has been with us as usual this semester, giving the benefit of his experience to our pitchers and the rest of the players as well. He has been an asset to the organization last season and is an asset to help us with spring training. He also pitched for the Rice team several years back.

Baseball Oddities of the Week

at catcher, Powell at first, Scruggs at second, Clarence Edward 'Spud' Murphy at short-stop, Simpson at third, George 'The Wave' Wilson at left, Tom Baccelt in center, and Bob Pelham in right. Arroyo, Bailey and Van Dossen have shown up well on the mound. Several others that have shown up well in practice are Rice, W. K. Brown, Snyder, and Dubose.

It is hard to say just who all will sit when the squad is cut as practice has been greatly hindered by bad weather. However, we will have a sneak preview of the team next Saturday afternoon, weather permitting. In the first practice game of the season. The Oals will face B. J. Gillian's young amateur team. Gillian is one of the main men responsible for the return of organized tennis in Houston.

We all have our uses.

Bernard B. Kirtley

Barrett

Co-chairmen of the Historical Committee are Douglas McElree and Bill Schrage, with Fred Trow and Jane Ville.
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Three Track Team at Ft. Worth Saturday For Initial Meet

By Red Anderson

The intra-squad meet scheduled for last Saturday was halted abrupt-ly by a downpour of rain, although the rains which is coming at a slow track, they are all striving for that 10-second mark. Led by Walmsley, they include Missimer, Shelton, Baker, Kennedy, Milholland, McInnis, and Sammons.

The 220 dash men are also led by Walmsley, followed by Missimer, Shelton, Baker, Kennedy, and Milholland.

A sneak preview of the team next Saturday...
The cast included W. R. Ferguson, Gia James, Marilyn Johnson, and Marie Virginia Barrett. In the first act we met the King, Pedro el Cruel, in love with La Pastora, but, unfortunately close.

One evening a gripping drama entitled *Una Tragedia de Amor—A Tragedy of Love!* could be gathered, the limelight was called to the superlative rendition by the troupe of local actors, who presented its deadly work.

When a delicious repast of typical ripe tomatoes and weary cabbage was called to the superlative rendition by Admiral Jacobs, it was a member of Tau Beta Phi and the best of the current season. Reginald Pastor, magnificently portrayed by W. R. Ferguson, played the King as if physically and mentally, says poetic justice.

Among the Suspects

Ferguson played the King as if physically and mentally. The best community is merely that Coward does not do all that he has done. One of attempted evaluation of companies is one of the best as that of a twice married man who, while attempting to maintain marital bliss with his second wife, is haunted by the ghost— and it is a most numerous, physically existing creature—of his first wife. Obviously, the possibilities for humiliating dialogue grow in area between the husband, his second wife, and the morally unhallowed ghost are practically unlimited. The best commentary is merely that Coward does not let the possibilities slip away without getting the most out of them.

The cast brought to Houston for the presentation was one of the best to appear in the local theatre in the last few years—it was certainly the best of the current season. Reginald Danny, as the harassed husband, Mina Barrie, as the mystified and outraged second wife, and Lillian Harvey as the beautiful, physically appealing ghost, all contributed fine solos to the best acting turned in, however, was that of the characterisation of the forceful, slightly daffy, and wonderfully imaginative Front Row and Anderson. Of these, Front Row is at a loss to pick the best as that must be done by the individual in the light of his own personal desires and interests.
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